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A New Theorem on Definability in a Positive
Second Order Logic with Countable

Conjunctions and Disjunctions

By Nobuyoshi MOTOHASHI

(Comm. by Kunihiko KOD.Im, M. r..., March 13, 1972)

Introduction. This paper is a sequel to our papers [6]-[8]. So,
we shall assume some results and notations stated in these papers.

Let be a fixed second order logic with countable conjunctions and
disjunctions, P be a k-ary predicate constant not in

Let 1 be the second order logic obtained from by adding P. We
assume has only countably many predicate constants and let X-V0,
Y- V1 (see [8]).
By z/, we shall denote the least set z/of formulas in x satisfying

1) Every atomic formula in and its negation whose free varia-
bles are among X belong to .

2) Every atomic formula in and its negation whose free varia-
bles are among Y belong

3) is closed under countable conjunctions, countable disjunctions
and first order quantifications.
For any x-structure , let be the reduct of to . Let T be a
countable set of negative sentences in ,. Then our main theorem
can be expressed as follows;

Main theorem. The following two conditions are equivalent;
( ) For any models , <8 of T, and -- 9.

imply .
(**) T--,(Cu,) (us)(P(Ul, ..., us) :- t(u, ...,

for some t(Xl, ..., x) e , where
v()c {x,, ..., x}c x.

Especially if T is a set of finitary sentences, we can take 0 above as a
finitary sentence in

First of all we should remark that the condition (**) is not an ex-
plicit definition of P in because t may have the predicate P. But we
can not take P(x, .., x) as t in (**) because P(x, ..., x) e . On the
contrary, P(yx,..., y)e for any yl,...,ys in Y.

Our main theorem can be considered as an extension of Svenonius’
definability theorem (cf. Kochen [2], Motohashi [5]) to L because we
can prove Svenonius’ theorem from our main theorem just as we can
prove Beth’s definability theorem from Craig’s interpolation theorem.
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Finally we shall show some types of extensions o Svenonius’ theo-
rem and Chang-Makkai’s theorem do not hold in L (cf. Chang [1],
Kueker [3] and Makkai [4]).

1. Some proofs. (I) A proof of main theorem. We shall use
in [8]. Let

---{(u)(:tV)Io(u, v), (u)(=iv)I(u, v),
(v)(=lU)Io(u, v), (v)(=lu)I(u, v),
()(A)(I0(, )/o().fp()),
(fi)()(I(fi, )Ak’() V()),

where ? is an atomic formula or its negation in and # is an atomic
formula or its negation in }.

Then is a first order primitive set and A@)-A.
Let , 7 be two sequences of distinct free variables o the same length
k.

By using

(.) ==>]VF-{(/ T), (/ T)--+(fi)()(P()A I0(fi, ) P(O)).

=>-{(/k T)1, P(), I0(, 7)((A T)P(O)).
<===> F-T, P()--+#() and p-fl()-+(ATP@)).or some # e A.
<===> TF-P(c)() and TF-,#() P(77)for. some # e A.
<===> Tp-,(Vfi)(P()--0(fi)) or some

=>(**)
(Especially if T is finitary, obviously we can take # as a finitary, for-
mula.)

(II) A proof of t,he fact that our main theorem implies Svenonius’
theorem. At first we should remark that every finitary sentence in A
can be expressed by the ollowing type ormulas

(01V 0,.) A... A(0V0,) where V(0)cX
V(0) Y, i= 1, 2, ., n.

Assume that T is a set of finitary sentences and is a sequence of
distinct free variables o the length k.

Then
(,)@::T,P()O() and Tfl()P(/c).

T-:P() (0()V 021) A’’" A (Oln() /02n)
and

and

T---,(O(c) V0A A (O,,(c) V0,) P().
TE-P()A0. O(c), i- 1, 2, ., n

For each I {1, 2, ., n} let
0,() A0,(), 0,.z A -0A0..

Assume (.). Then by above, we have
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and

and

i=1,2, n

Hence

T,A(0,()v02) P(2).
i=1

T-2,P()A02. 0,())
f

T-102/0(). DP())
Therefore

We get

But

Hence

for any I_ {1, 2, ., n}.

T-IO: ()(P@) _= 0:()) or any I.

T-,V#D V(fi)(P@)-- 0()).
I I

T,V()(P()-01@)).

So, we get

( )@T-,V(Vfi)(P() 0()) or some 0() in ,. ]-- 1, ..., m.
j=l

Obviously the right statement implies the left. So,

( )@=T-V(Vfi)(P()--0()) or some 0(), ]-1, ..., m in .
j=l

This is Svenonius’ definability theorem extended by Kochen [2].
(Notice that T may have second order quantifiers.)

(III) Svenonius’ type theorem and Chang-Makkai’s type theorem
do not hold in L.,.. For simplicity assume k= 1 and the set of predi-
cate constants in are {P}<. where P are unary or each n<w.
For any -structure and any S_]XI, let (X, S)r=the power of the
sets SI/I such that

(, S)- (, S).
Now we shall consider the ollowing two statements;

(***) T-, V (Vfi)(P()=0()) or some (), kw in .
(****) T-(]) V (Vfi)(P()-=0(, )) or some 0(, 9), k in .

Then we can consider
"(***) is equivalent to (,)" as a generalization of Svenonius’ theorem to
L, and
"(****) is equivalent to (,S)r=<ll for any model (,S) of T", as
generalization of Chang-Makkai’s theorem to L,.
We shall prove in the ollowing that these two generalizations do not
hold in L,.
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Let T--{(u)(P(u)= A (Pn(u)V(itv)(P(v)/P(v)))}.

Then obviously T satisfies (**), hence (,) by our main theorem.
Hence (/, S)r=l_-<l?ll for any model (,S) of T.
We want to show that (***) and (****) don’t hold or this T.
For each Io, let be I1-, (Pn)-(n}, (P)-I, (no).
Then obviously is a model of T, I[=[ and :/: for any
I :/:: J o.

Let [-. Then the class of all sets definable by {O(x)}< or
{t(x, 9)}< in is at most countable.
On the other hand, {I; I} is uncountable.
These mean that (***) and (****) don’t hold.
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